Every other roof
Will Austria’s »one million roofs program« be its breakthrough?

A treacherous trend
Growth on Germany’s solar market remains far too slow

ISE study
A successful energy transition needs everyone’s support

Switzerland
Aldi Suisse is committed to more and more branches on solar power

Storage systems
Salt water batteries as an alternative to lithium-ion batteries
1 million rooftops: The new government wants to vigorously promote the expansion of PV.

Costs continue to fall: on average, the new photovoltaic arrays connected to the grid in Germany in 2019 are entitled to 8.56 cents per kilowatt hour.
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Achievable: The energy transition should, of course, be easy to accomplish. Yet the efforts it requires are not only of a technical nature – they also depend on the social framework.

BlueSky Energy showcased its »Greenrock« salt water battery at the Intersolar 2019, featuring a capacity of 2.5 kilowatt hours or more.
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